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AGM  for 2020 and 2021
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Augustus Place, Upper Park Road, Tenby

(If you have not paid your 2022 annual sub please do so on entering the hall.
Wear a mask if you need Covid protection. )

AGENDA
1 Apologies for Absence ( Caroline Thomas as President to take the chair).
2 Minutes of the 2019 AGM.
3 Matters Arising from 2019 AGM.
4 Financial report for 2021 (2020 figures were also approved at 2019 AGM)
5 Annual report 2020-21
6 Election of Officers  (nominations received from Executive Committee for

President, Caroline Thomas; Chair, Trevor Hallett; Vice Chair, Neil Westerman; and
Treasurer, Albie Smosarki)

7 Election of Executive Committee members (Nominations received for Howard Rawson-
Humphries, Chris Osborne, Harry Gardiner, Keith Clarke, and Edna Greenhalgh)

8 Any other business
8.1 Proposed resolution from the Executive to meet rising costs – that annual subscriptions

be raised to £12.50 and £15 pa respectively for email subscription and post subscription.
8.2 To discuss measures for second homes, holiday lets, and locals housing in Tenby.

9 Close of AGM business followed by tea and biscuits and raffle prize draw.
10 Fund-raiser sale – the chance to inspect buy Photo Canvases of Tenby and other

locations taken, donated and made by Harry Gardiner at low prices (£5 to £25 )
- all money to go to Civic Society funds
- Harry will talk about them briefly.
- Images of some of the canvases are at the end of the Plans and Allen’s View AGM

report.



Tenby Civic Society   Minutes of AGM for 2019
Held 25 September 2021 at 2pm , Augustus Place Hall, Upper Park Road, Tenby.

(Delayed by Covid restrictions)

Those present: Chris Osborne, Caroline Thomas, Janice Gryckiewicz, Jim Cornwell, AnneBowles, Keith Clarke, Edna Greenhalgh, Harry Gardiner, Sue Gardiner, Trevor Hallett, NeilWesterman, the Mayor – Sam Skyrme-Blackhall – Chris Sierwald, Nancy Sierwald, AlbieSmosarski, Kate Telford.
1 Election of President of the Society. (Trevor Hallett in the Chair )Sitting President Caroline Thomas had been nominated and was adopted by the meeting andtook the Chair for the rest of the meeting.
2 ApologiesReceived from Carol Ansell, John Harrison, Don Mayhew, Hayden Wicklow, Anne Draper,Howard Rawson-Humphries and David and Jean Glennister.
3 Minutes of the 2018 AGM.Were adopted by the meeting as a true record.
4 Matters Arising from the Minutes of the 2018 AGM.No matters were raised.
5 Financial Report.The Treasurer explained that due to the interval between AGMs caused by Covid epidemicrestrictions he had prepared Certified Accounts for 2019 and 2020.After the Treasurer had explained the accounts a member asked why the Society heldsuch a substantial credit balance. The Treasurer explained that the Executive Committee haddecided some years ago to retain a substantial balance so that at least £5,000 was available tocover any untoward costs or liabilities arising from the Society owning and managing theAllen’s View hilltop woodland viewpoint.The accounts for 2018 and 2019 were adopted by the meeting and the Treasurerthanked for his work.
6 Annual Report for 2019The variety and amount of activity of the Executive Committee was welcomed by members,and the Report was adopted by the meeting.
7 Election of Officers of the Executive CommitteeThe following nominations had been made at Executive Committee:Chairman – Trevor HallettVice Chairman – Howard Rawson-HumphriesTreasurer – Albie SmosarskiAnd these were adopted en bloc by the meeting.A nomination from Trevor Hallett and Harry Gardiner for Anne Draper as Secretary hadalso been made by the requisite date, and was put to the meeting  and adopted.
8 Election of Executive Committee membersThe following nominations had been made at Executive Committee:Neil WestermanChris OsborneHarry Gardiner

Keith ClarkeEdna GreenhalghThese were adopted by the meeting.
9 Any Other BusinessMatters raised by members:- Thanks were expressed to the Titterton Family of Crackwell Street for their gardening

and care and maintenance of Brother Thomas’s Garden overlooking the harbour,especially pleasing as the garden has often been the subject of  concerns.- It was requested that contact with members by Newsletter be quarterly so memberscould feel in contact. The Committee would look at resourcing this and it was suggestedon behalf of the Committee that such updates could be put on the Society’s website formembers to see.- a member had enjoyed the past Society trips and visits in the town, to houses and theTown Walls ; could more trips be arranged?- thanks were expressed to Neil Westerman for his repeated efforts to get better
rail and bus services for Tenby and connections to other towns. Neil responded thatrecent replies about restoring pre-Covid services had been vague, but, subject to Coviddevelopments it was expected to have a near normal rail timetable resumed inDecember this year. Neil also noted that Kate Telford had contacted all SouthPembrokeshire Community Councils to get them to participate in a SouthPembrokeshire Transport Forum; this would widen the area and support forconsultation on services.

10 There being no other business, the AGM Business closed at 2.46pmThen the President and the Chairman welcomed the Lady Mayor, Sam Skyrme-Blackhall,
for her talk about being Mayor during the Covid Epidemic which members foundilluminating about events and problems in Tenby during Covid and impressive for the Major’sskill in negotiating through them.  Members appreciated her warm and detailed responses totheir questions.



Tenby Civic Society - Annual report for 2020 and 2021 - Planning

Checking the details of planning applications takes quite a lot of time and some familiarity
with the technical issues. Then there is time for discussion with all executive committee
members which takes longer now via email exchanges than before with sub committee
meetings over a Monday lunch time.
Despite Covid, 2020 and 2021 became a very busy period for us to keep up with planning proposals.
The shift to digital applications and online access to details meant Covid didn’t delay proposals, but
Park officers had to work from home. One other change was that all comments on applications were
available on line, so given the extra time to look we got to see other bodies views and have usefully
leant about CADW and NRWales etc approaches.

Heritage aspects (including the enlargement of the Conservation Area), householder and hotel
applications, trees and a few large proposals, open spaces and the expansion of the Conservation
Area were the main types of issues.

We welcomed the Draft Report to the Extended Conservation Area and suggested a few detailed
additions.
Because building inside the Conservation Area requires more detailed planning than outside, to
protect its character, more minor changes come forward in the newly extended areas – careful
preservation of period public frontages, but more modern changes allowed at the more private rear!
Listed building changes are more carefully presented, especially for any features mentioned in the
Listing documents (all online, and covered well in John Woodcock’s book, Tenby Historic
Buildings).

So a first floor added into the Listed Chapel, formerly ‘Ocean Commotion’, was proposed
without altering the existing internal listed structures in its change back to a church.

Also the new more open rear yard proposed for the rear of Clarices toy shops had no fixtures
attached to the Town Walls. The applicants proved responsive to our comments on a series of
changes to restaurant flues and creating space by the Town Walls.

The exciting adoption of Tenby’s second Lifeboat house on Castle Beach as a base for the
RNLI’s inshore RIB boat also had some alterations proposed to the internal original roof beams,
through adding another internal first floor, also designed separately from the existing listed building.
This loss of original features worried us so we urged a rethink to enable the beams to stay. The RNLI
found a re-design was practicable to keep one beam complete, but the other had to be altered a bit to
enable the RIB to be fitted beneath the higher new ground floor ceiling needed.
Both the RNLI and the architects for changes at Clarices toy shop were responsive to our views - it is
doubtful that the planners would have raised these concerns.
An ice cream chalet by the town walls raised a lot of eyebrows: like us, the Park and CADW didn’t
like it for that location close by an Ancient Monument.

We asked what precautions were needed for a gin still proposed in Sargeants Lane and a report
detailed the safety regulations met. That and a conversion of a store opposite were a welcome quality
upgrade to the stone buildings on the lane, to add the new brewery scheme.

We objected to a crude re-styling of Tesco’s fascia sign and a revised version much more fitting to
the Conservation Area and the part Listing of the frontage resulted.
A high exposed gable above Tudor Square had slate tile hanging proposed to reduce water
penetration, again welcomed to fit the area character.

Above the ‘Billycan’ the managers flat was changed to two holiday flats – a sign of trends in Tenby.
It was unusual, as most changes from residential to holiday let do not require Planning permission
unless there are building alterations.

Most householder applications have been uncontroversial, but some have raised overlooking
and amenity issues for adjoining houses so we have questioned those cases, successfully in the
main.

Despite the restrictions, we continued the case for adding a series of green spaces to the Town
Map in the new Local Development Plan being prepared, and when several areas we had
suggested were left out by the Park we tabled them for the inquiry into the Plan which took place
later when covid restrictions had eased. Harry attended, winning the addition of all but one site.

We had commented on the Bryn Hir Housing pre-application and repeated those views on the
outline application – that most of the housing should be housing association or Council for local
people, and that the junction proposed (and the 100-page consultant’s computer traffic report) was
wrong as there were nearly a dozen right turn centre lanes within a mile of that site that they had
ignored. There was a lack on provision for non-car movement (bus, cycle, foot  into the town and
there were houses proposed that would damage the trees being retained. Also needing changes were
plans for tree additions to screen the skyline site from Tenby and to replace a lot of trees diseased or
likely to succumb. Cllr Williams presented some of these at the online Park Committee and
subsequently we were told that there would be a right turn lane into the site.

An additional storey proposed on the golf course building aroused concern and we recommended
tree planting on its north side to reduce the visual impact of the series of rear extensions in the
splendid green landscape of the course and dunes. We pointed to the contrast with all the planting
that Kiln Park has done to screen its site and how successful it has been especially from Battery
Garden or the Queens Parade viewpoints looking south right over to Giltar Point and Penally ridge.
This features in the new Conservation Area document as a key viewpoint and vista for Tenby. The
plans were amended to include a tree screen and a tidied rear roofscape.

Some lopping and pollarding was proposed for trees in Preservation Orders. This is common as
often too large species have been planted near to houses, so need the repeated expense of lopping
back. Future plantings should be of lighter smaller species near to buildings.

The new owners caused us concerns at the Meadow Farm camp site across the coast path from
Allen's View with a flurry of changes before any applications. The early changes to Covid
regulations threw them a lifeline by allowing ONLY motor homes with toilets and cookers on camp
sites, to avoid social mixing, despite them not having any permissions for motor homes.
With conlicts about enforcement and Covid controls an appeal inspector’s rather cursory decision
threw them another lifeline by approving a building the planners had refused.
So the site operated without permission. Later sensible landscaping proposals were tabled and
another odd application to allow motor homes instead of tents. (still not resolved as of June 2022!)
Bizarre uses can proceed without permission.

The year 2021 proved very busy for planning matters, though many applications were well
thought out with minor issues.
More relaxed Covid rules encouraged conversions of restaurant cellars and more building work,
some requiring pre-permissions.
Heritage issues arose for some details in the Extended Conservation Area – we questioned a bay
window projecting over the Bridge Street pavement; it was changed to a flush-fitted sash design. A
conversion of a shop on the Norton included a welcome restoration of the original style Victorian



doorway, replicating the ones next door, but internal changes seemingly for a holiday let flat
included odd layouts.
Changes proposed for a pie shop at the Sun Inn included welcome design options for the listed
frontages, so we could welcome one style of fascia signs rather than the other and a minor change to
keep the style of the (unique to Tenby) arched window.
A scheme to refurbish flats at 2 The Croft had PVC windows proposed for the back so we objected
and the conservation officer thought the same, so the application was revised to wooden sashes. The
architect was pleased too!
Carefully in character plans to restore the original street frontage to the former newsagents on
Queen’s Parade were welcomed, though the roof dormers proposed were not as in character.

A major scheme for five storeys of flats on the Post Office site emerged, to concern that there
were no social or ‘affordable’ flats mentioned. Large amounts of reports had to be read, and some
other disappointments emerged particularly having five storeys rising above the town walls and their
corner tower opposite. Comments from CADW and the Conservation Officer reflected that but did
not accord it prime consideration. Some affordable or social provision will prolong a decision,
though the scheme resulted from discussion with the planners.

Householder applications were straighforward apart from one with 2-metre fence and gates proposed
on a road frontage that had low walls to all properties. Clearly ‘out of character’ with its setting, and
following strong objections from neighbours consulted as usual by the planners the frontage
elements were abandoned and the rear proposals approved. Another had a new garage with dormer
windows overlooking the neighbour’s garden, and that was amended, removing the dormers.
Two houses were proposed on the prominent Park Road garage site, a similar scheme to a previous
approval; and affordable housing contribution and a plan for the boundary hedge may be needed to
secure approval.
A revised more modern rear elevation was submitted for the Former Clarices toy shop making use of
an attractive space created by the inside of the Town Walls as a feature to the rear garden restaurant
seating. The listed front elevation is proposed to be retained, with a new interior and modern style
rear aspect, concealed from the parade by the town walls. An interesting combination.

Some lopping proposals for trees at the rear of Trafalgar Road showed the value of Tree Preservation
Orders in creating greenscape between the houses and the high side elevation of the multi-storey car
park. Management is needed sometimes and the TPO prevents felling where it is not essential.

Archaeology digs were required for some schemes before they could be built and a CADW comment
suggested the site of St Mary’s 13th-century Leper Hospital as near ‘the Chapel’ on the hill above
the Co-op .

Several applications to change hotels to holiday flats are awaiting decisions – the reasons for the
delay are not clear. Staff shortages in the Park offices are slowing some more complicated
applications down.

It is noticeable that local architects acting for clients are more responsive to our comments so
our thanks to Argents and to David Morgan.

Tenby Civic Society - Allen's View - Report for 2020 and 2021

The normality of the pre-covid months saw tree condition checks result in tree surgeon work to
removed easterly storm damaged and drooping lower Monterey tree branches (droop is a feature of
maturity with low branches accumulating weight). Two ash trees with die back were cut to tall
stumps but were throwing lots of shoots from the stems by the summer. The logs were stacked and
part covered to see if they become suitable for firewood – by winter 2021 they were. However,
restrictions on fires using wood seem likely to tighten a lot as they are a source of particulate
pollution causing respiratory illness; diesels are not the only problem!

The then occupants of Kingfisher, the house just down the hill, planted an elegant silver birch from
Grandiflora in memory of a family member.
An uprooted owl carving needed ‘re-planting’ by Howard and Harry.

Then with Covid restrictions the Coast Path was closed so Allen's View was taped off too. However,
some used the resulting quiet to use both and the tapes were torn down. Park employees were
instructed not to confront ‘rogue’ walkers. Committee emails resolved that outdoor Covid risks were
lower so little in precautions would be needed.
The warm spring saw plants romp away and tree work in Clovers next door so branches from our
side were cut off and ‘placed” just inside Allen's View.

Our plantings of bushes progressed well. Once restrictions lifted, it was still difficult to organise
volunteers. With the Coast Path re-opened numbers of walkers using the Coast Path and Allen’s
View were high. In both 2020 and 2021 summers many were new to Tenby or new to Allen’s View,
including a lot of families.

Three trees have been planted to replace the leylandi and pines lost in the past; two scots pine and a
western red cedar to serve as landmark trees in the future. A few small trees have been planted as
part of Anne Draper’s scheme for Tenby.
Some old blackthorn were leaning, needing replacements – mountain ash are in prospect.

Bench repairs were done, the bird carvings given their annual re-proofing. The older metal bench got
a coat of gold paint. Sadly the light picnic table suffered a decline with damage and decay and by
late 2021 rot put it out of service; teak benches are pricey but last much, much longer than softwood,
though both need regular re-staining to look ‘presentable’; £15 per bench per two years!

Some site visitors are a nuisance – climbing the north fence into Clovers north field and using our
ladder and a pole to do so – continuing a problem from previous years. Then some (others?) started
moving benches to secluded corners of the site, several times. Later we fixed them down with rods,
only for the rods to be pulled out and thrown away. Even the robust picnic tables can get damaged
and Howard and Harry had to replace a leg with a hardwood timber cut to size on site. The problem
continues into 2022, and could prove expensive to prevent. One of the water collecting tubs was
pushed over, so needed restoring. We cannot supervise the site daily, usually only needing a weekly
check. Previous reports to the police did not produce any changes; the police station and Sergeant are
sorely missed!

One helpful note was struck by volunteer David Weaver, who we found clearing brambles and fallen
branches. He continued to do a careful, thorough job, so brambles are not now the problems they
have been. Plans were made to use his cleared spaces and clear more to create space for larger shrubs
to shade out the bramble and other scrub.

Thanks also to Neil Westerman, Anne Draper, Chris Osbourne, Richard Read and Tudor Thomas for
their help on the site.



Here are examples of the Photo-canvases to be available at the AGM on 17 September.

- Harry Gardiner is donating them so money will go direct as a donation to the Society at the AGM.
A 12-inch metal ruler is in each photo to show the size.
- They range from £5 to £25, with smaller ones and a few with foxing on the back or marks on the
corners being at the low price end.
- They all have hangers or cords and the photo on canvas is stretched round the outside of the frame
so they don’t need framing, You can see each has a protective film round the edges, - better transport
protection than bubble wrap. They are light and easy to carry!


